1< i<j <n
In comparing p,, and r, in terms of their implicit weighing of differences Ri -Si, Blest (2000) was led to propose an alternative measure of rank correlation that "... attaches more significance to the early ranking of an initially given order." Assume, for example, that Xi and Yi represent the running times of sprinter i = 1,..., n in two successive track-and-field meetings. The correlation in the pairs (Ri, Si) then gives an idea of the consistency between the two rankings. However, differences in the top ranks would seem to be more critical, in that they matter in awarding medals. As a result, Blest suggests that these discrepancies should be emphasized, whereas all rank reversals are given the same importance in Spearman's or Kendall's coefficient.
To be specific, Blest's index is defined by 2n + 1 12 Ri n-1 n2 -n _ l n + 1
Si
The constants are rigged so that the coefficient varies between 1 and -1 and is most extreme when the rankings coincide (Si = Ri) or are antithetic (Si = n + 1 -Ri). Numerical results and calculations reported by Blest (2000) indicate that his measure can discriminate more easily between individual permutations than either p, or r,, while being highly correlated with both of them. Furthermore, partial evidence is provided which indicates that the large-sample distribution of v,, is normal. The first objective of this paper is to show that v,n is an asymptotically unbiased estimator of the population parameter MEASURE OF RANK CORRELATION between two rankings, it is pointed out in Section 3 that since in general v(X, Y) . v(Y, X), the parameter (1) estimated by v, is not a measure of concordance, in the sense of Scarsini (1984) . The properties of a symmetrized version of vn are considered in Section 4, and the relative merits of this new statistic (and a natural complement thereof) for testing independence are then examined in Section 5 through asymptotic relative efficiency calculations and a small Monte Carlo simulation study. Brief concluding comments are given in Section 6 and the Appendix contains some technical details.
LIMITING DISTRIBUTION OF BLEST'S COEFFICIENT
Define J(t) = (1 -t)2 and K (t) = t for all 0 < i < 1, and for arbitrary integers n and i E {1,..., n},let J,(t) = J{i/(n + 1)} and K(t) = K{i/(n + 1)} if(i-1)/n < t < i/n. The large-sample behaviour of Blest's sample measure of association is clearly the same as that of 
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where the pair (U, V) is distributed as C. In particular, the variance of the latter expression equals 16/15 when UT and V are independent.
As is the case for Spearman's rho, compact algebraic formulas for v can be found for relatively few models. In two special cases of interest, Examples 1 and 2 illustrate the explicit calculations that can sometimes be made using a symbolic calculator such as MAPLE; see Plante (2002) for details. Example 3, which concerns the pervasive normal model, is somewhat more subtle. 
It is well known that both p and r meet all these conditions, and it is easy to check that the index v defined in (1) has properties (a), (b), (d), (f), and (g). To show the latter two, it is actually

A SYMMETRIZED VERSION OF BLEST'S MEASURE OF ASSOCIATION
In the light of Example 4, Scarsini's axiom (e) is clearly incompatible with the notion that a nonparametric measure of dependence K could emphasize differences in early ranks. Indeed, if (U, V) and (U*, I'*) follow distributions (6) and (7) in Equation (9) shows that one must then have -rj = r2jp_ and hence K =-(2 in Proposition 3. Models for which C = C include the Farlie-Gumbel-Morgenstern, the Gaussian, the Plackett (1965), and Frank's copula (Nelsen 1986; Genest 1987) ; note that the latter is the only Archimedean copula that is radially symmetric (see, for instance, Nelsen 1999, p. 97).
Remark 2. Since the joint distribution of \/-(p, -p) and V/ni (rn -r) is also known to be normal with limiting correlation equal to 1, Proposition 3 implies that lim corr(&,, r,) = lim corr(Gn, p,) = -n-+oo n-o Vw 31
under the null hypothesis of independence.
The following examples provide numerical illustrations of these various facts. 
Example 1 (continued). If (X, Y) follows a
Example 3 (continued). When the population is bivariate normal with Pearson correlation r, it was seen earlier that Vr (X, Y) = pr (X, Y), and hence r (X, Y) = Pr (X, Y). Note, however,
that ~, is not necessarily equal to p,. In this case, numerical integration must be used to compute the asymptotic variance of j/ (i,, -) or the correlation between that statistic and p,. 
Example 4 (continued). Whether the pair (X, Y) is distributed as a shuffle of min (6) or (7), one has ~o (X, Y) = vr (X, Y), since both of these copulas are symmetric in their arguments, and the symmetrized version ~ of Blest's index satisfies all the conditions listed by Scarsini (1984), except for (e). If (X-, Y) is distributed as (6), then
PERFORMANCE AS A TEST OF INDEPENDENCE While Blest's index may be valuable as a measure of discrepancy between two sets of ranks, because of its asymmetric character it would seem inappropriate as a test statistic for the null hypothesis of stochastic independence between random variables X and Y. In some circumstances, acceptance or rejection of -t( might conceivably depend on the rather arbitrary choice of v, or
i,7 as a test statistic.
The symmetrized statistic (,n escapes this criticism and thus yields a more easily defendable test procedure, whose potential is assessed below by comparing its performance with that of Spearman's rho and Kendall's tau, which are the two most common rank statistics used to this end. Asymptotic and finite-sample comparisons are presented in turn. 
Pitman efficiency.
Using Proposition 3, it is a simple matter to compute
